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Step four: Find the lower succeeding point depending on Step seven: Find a new start point for a new curve.
one of the following directions: Apply all the previous steps of the algorithm on the

C Find exact lower succeeding point. By applying the previous algorithm on the image we
C Find the right succeeding point down the current get as a result, a converted image where each line or curve

point. in the original image is represented in the new image with
C Find the left succeeding point down the current a different new color but still has the same shape and

point. thickness. As a second result we get a thinning image in
C If no point was found in the previous directions then the thinning output image file. 

we will look for the succeeding point either in the
next most left point down to the current point or in IMPLEMENTATION
the next most right point down to the current point.

When the succeeding point is found, consider the of recognition and thinning.
new point as a current point. Re-execute step (i) and (ii).  The sample images contain Arabic letters, English

Step five: Find the lower top different types of lines and curves.
When we reach a point where no lower succeeding Figure 4B is the digital image of Fig. 4A where we

point is found in any of the directions in step four, then assume that the black color is (1) and white is (0) which is
we either reach the down top of the curve or end of the removed for clarity.
curve. 

If we reach a lower top then Re-execute steps 1, 2, 3,
4 of step three, but here in point (3) we will look for a
connected point with the original color in the upper
direction.

Step sex: Find the end of a curve
 When we reach one of the boundaries of the image
(upper, lower, left or right boundary) or when we reach a
point where no succeeding point is found in any
direction, we consider the current point as end point of
the curve (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Find the succeeding point for a) lower top of the
curve. b) end point of the curve

new curve.

The following figures processed with the whole steps

letter and a funny face, where these images contain

Fig. 4A: Original image
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Fig. 4B: Digitalized image

In Fig. 4C, we start scanning the image from the left
bottom corner to upward.
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